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ABSTRACT
To improve fossil fuel CO2 emissions estimates, high spatial and temporal resolution inventories are replacing coarse
resolution, annual-mean estimates distributed by population density. Because altering the emissions changes a key
boundary condition to inverse-estimated CO2 fluxes, it is essential to analyse the atmospheric impacts of redistributing
anthropogenic emissions. Using a coupled ecosystem–atmosphere model, we compare 2004 atmospheric CO2 concentrations resulting from coarse and high-resolution inventories. Using fossil fuel CO2 emissions inventories with coarse
spatial and temporal resolution creates spatially coherent biases in the atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The largest
changes occur from using seasonally varying emissions: in heavily populated areas along the west coast and the eastern
United States, the amplitude of the near-surface CO2 concentration seasonal cycle changed by >10 ppm, with higher
concentrations in summer and lower concentrations in fall. Due to changes in the spatial distribution, spatially coherent
annual mean concentration differences >6 ppm occur; and including the diurnal cycle causes changes >3 ppm. To avoid
significant errors in CO2 source and sink estimates from atmospheric inversions, it is essential to include seasonality in
fossil fuel emissions, as well as to utilize higher-resolution, process-based spatial distributions.

1. Introduction
Approximately one-half of the CO2 emissions from human activities is accumulating in the Earth’s atmosphere, whereas the
remaining portion of emitted CO2 is absorbed by sink processes
on land and in the ocean (Raupach et al., 2007). Inverse models
can be used to quantitatively estimate the strengths and spatial
distribution of carbon sources and sinks by combining simulations of atmospheric transport and atmospheric CO2 concentration data (Enting, 2002). Provided as a boundary condition to
the inverse estimation process, accurate fossil fuel emissions are
necessary to isolate the biospheric and oceanic fluxes.
Compared with other aspects of the carbon cycle, fossil fuel
CO2 emissions have traditionally been considered well understood. Country-level CO2 emissions for the industrialized
world have been quantified at annual and monthly time scales
(Marland and Rotty, 1984, Blasing et al., 2005). To downscale to
sub-national spatial scales, Andres et al. (1996, A96) allocated
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emissions to a 1◦ × 1◦ map using political units and population
density. Although these estimates are adequate for forward and
inverse modelling carbon cycle studies that use coarse spatial
scales and annual mean temporal scales, attempts to estimate
carbon sources and sinks at finer space (sub-state) and time
(sub-month) scales confront several shortcomings: the fossil fuel
component lacks seasonal and diurnal variation, has insufficient
spatial resolution and uses population density as a spatial proxy,
which is not always spatially coincident with fossil fuel combustion. A recent study by Gregg et al. (2009) illustrates that the
spatial distribution of emissions is far different than a per capita
distribution and that it is essential to include seasonal variations
of emissions patterns in modelling studies. In a sensitivity study
of atmospheric inversions by Gurney et al. (2005), the lack of
seasonality in fossil fuel emissions produced biases of up to 50%
of seasonal flux estimates at the height of the growing season in
regions where fossil fuel emissions are large.
In an effort to overcome these limitations, Gurney et al.
(2009) produced a U.S. process-driven, fuel-specific fossil
fuel CO2 emissions inventory, quantified at scales finer than
10 km h−1 for the year 2002. Called the ‘Vulcan’ inventory (www.purdue.edu/eas/carbon/vulcan/), this data product
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includes detail on combustion technology and 48 fuel types
through all sectors of the U.S. economy. The Vulcan inventory
is built from decades of local/regional air pollution monitoring
and complements these data with census, traffic and digital road
datasets. The emissions data sets are processed and provided at
both the native resolution (geocoded points, county, road, etc.)
and on a regularized grid to facilitate atmospheric modelling
and climate studies. The Vulcan inventory is being used in energy analysis, socioeconomic studies and forward and inverse
atmospheric modelling studies as a replacement for the coarser,
population-based fossil fuel estimates (Cragg and Kahn, 2009;
Parshall et al., 2009; Schuh et al., 2009). Because the fossil
fuel CO2 emissions are an important boundary condition to the
atmospheric CO2 inversion process and thereby alter the inverseestimated CO2 sources and sinks, it is important to understand
the impacts of both the spatial distribution and the seasonality of
fossil fuel emission on the atmospheric CO2 concentrations. This
study investigates the impact of the Vulcan emissions on CO2
concentrations using a coupled ecosystem–atmosphere model,
SiB3–RAMS.
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Administration (EIA, 2007). Neither inventory uses air traffic
emissions, and all fluxes are added to the first model layer. The
first simulation, FF95, uses A96 fossil fuel emissions estimates;
and the second case, HRFF, uses the Vulcan inventory.

3. Results
3.1. Spatial redistribution impacts
To isolate the impact of spatially redistributing fossil fuel emissions, we investigated differences in annual mean CO2 fluxes
and atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Quantifying the fossil fuel
emissions using the Vulcan process-based model rather than
using population density redistributes the emissions in space
(Fig. 1, top panel). In general, the emissions are reduced over
large, spatially coherent areas in the Vulcan inventory. To
compensate for this reduction, individual gridcells have much

Emissions Difference

2. Methods
This study uses the Simple Biosphere Model Version 3 (SiB3)
coupled to the Brazilian version of the Colorado State Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) (Wang et al., 2007,
Corbin et al., 2008). Two year-long SiB3–RAMS simulations
over North America are performed for 2004. The simulations
use 40 km horizontal grid increments and 46 vertical levels up
to 24 km. To cover North America, the simulations have 150 ×
90 gridcells. The meteorological fields are initialized and nudged
to the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
meso-scale Eta-212 grid analysis with 40 km horizontal resolution (AWIPS 40-km; Rogers et al., 2000). The initial atmospheric CO2 field and the lateral boundary concentrations are set
and nudged to 3-hourly 2004 global concentrations on a 1.25◦ ×
1◦ grid from the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Parameterized Chemical Transport Model (PCTM) (Kawa et al., 2004;
Parazoo et al., 2008).
To investigate the impact of spatial and temporal redistribution
in fossil fuel emissions on atmospheric CO2 concentrations, this
study utilizes two different inventories: A96 and Vulcan. A96
is a 1◦ annual distribution of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
consumption and cement manufacture, and anthropogenic CO2
was emitted constantly in each grid cell at every time-step. The
Vulcan inventory version 1.0 has 10 km horizontal resolution
and hourly time-steps over the U.S. domain. Both of the annual
fossil fuel CO2 emissions estimates are re-gridded from their
native resolutions to the SiB3–RAMS 40 km grid. Because the
simulation is performed for 2004 to utilize the global PCTM CO2
data set, both the Vulcan and A96 emissions are scaled to match
the total estimated 2004 emissions from the Energy Information
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Fig. 1. (Top panel) Difference between A96 annual fossil fuel CO2
emissions and the Vulcan annual mean estimates (Vulcan—A96).
(Bottom panel) Annual mean 30 m CO2 concentration differences
(HRFF—FF95).
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higher emissions due to ‘point sources’ such as power plants
or manufacturing facilities. Regional patterns exist where the
Vulcan emissions shift from city centres to suburban areas, particularly in the south and east. Differences also occur due to traffic patterns: higher emissions through the central United States
correspond to major highways.
Utilization of the higher resolution, process-based emissions
inventory versus the population-based approach creates spatially
coherent anomalies in the CO2 concentration field, with differences up to 6 ppm (Fig. 1, bottom panel). The annual mean CO2
concentration differences reflect the different spatial emission
patterns of the two inventories, but are more spatially coherent across large scales when compared to the differences in
the surface emissions themselves. The most noticeable differences in the CO2 concentration field are associated with large
point source emission differences. Centres of high concentrations occur in the central and southeastern United States over
specific locations of power plants, whereas regions of lower
concentrations occur over cities with high-population density
but where the power generation does not occur within city limits. Significant changes occur over heavily populated areas in
California: the northcentral region has higher concentrations in
the HRFF simulation whereas the southern coastline has considerably lower concentrations. The lower concentrations over
southern California are advected southward along the coast by

-40

3.2. Temporal redistribution impacts
Fossil fuel emissions vary diurnally and seasonally, and including this temporal variability will impact the resulting atmospheric CO2 concentrations. On the diurnal time scale, densely
populated areas experience maximum emissions during morning and evening rush hours due to heavy motor vehicle traffic.
On the seasonal time scale, the United States average Vulcan
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strong wind currents, creating a large spatially coherent region
over the Pacific ocean. Lower concentrations in the HRFF case
also occur over the Pacific northwest, the southwest and the
front range of the Rocky Mountains, whereas higher concentrations are seen over the northern-central and southern-central
states. Differences due to the spatially coherent emission differences are minimal, due to the small magnitude of the widespread
changes.
The alternating patterns of high and low CO2 creates significant concentration gradients. For example, a gradient of more
than 6 ppm occurs in central Texas, where the emissions shift
from the city to more remote areas. Several other dipoles of
higher and lower concentrations exist throughout the eastern
United States, primarily due to shifting of emissions away from
population centres to isolated large point sources (e.g. power
plants, refineries, large factories).
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Fig. 2. Seasonal fossil fuel emissions from Vulcan, calculated at every gridcell by subtracting annual mean emission from the 3-month average and
then dividing by the annual mean to convert to percent difference for each season.
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emissions have maximum emissions in July and August and
lower emissions during the spring and fall. The seasonal cycle differs from the long-term mean seasonal cycle reported in
Blasing et al. (2005), which showed maximum emissions in
January and a secondary maximum in the summer; however,
Blasing et al. showed that the magnitude of the summer maximum substantially increased between the 1980s and the 1990s.
It should be noted that seasonality in the residential and commercial sectors, which contributed 10% to the total emissions,
was not included in the Vulcan release version used in this study.
The seasonal cycle in the Vulcan emissions varies regionally
(Fig. 2). Consistent with the U.S. total seasonal cycle, the largest
emissions occur during the summer (JJA) and the smallest emissions occur in the fall (SON). Regionally coherent increases
(decreases) in fossil fuel emissions persist over the majority of
the country during JJA (SON); however, the magnitude of these
changes is generally less than 1 μmol m−2 s−1 , except at localized cities or power plants with large seasonal cycles causing
differences greater than 5 μmol m−2 s−1 . In the winter (DJF)
and spring (MAM), the regional seasonality is much weaker, as
the differences between the annual mean emissions are generally
less than 10% except at individual gridcells. During the first half
of the year, the eastern and western halves of the country have
opposite anomalies, with the eastern states having higher emissions and the western states generally having lower emissions in
DJF (and vice versa for MAM). In general, individual anomalous

gridcells (dominated by large point sources or cities) follow the
large-scale seasonal cycle; however, the seasonal cycle at several of these locations does vary. For example, in California,
individual grid cells with emissions lower and higher than the
annual mean can be seen in the summer and fall, respectively.
Both large-scale seasonality and individual gridcell seasonality
will alter the atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
Figure 3 shows the CO2 concentration difference at 30 m
above the land surface between the HRFF and FF95 simulations.
Spatially coherent differences can be seen in the eastern half of
the country, where the concentrations from the HRFF case are
higher than the FF95 concentrations in the summer and lower in
the fall. The largest difference between the two cases occurs
in August, when near-surface CO2 is more than 15 ppm higher
in the HRFF case at individual gridcells. On average, differences
spanning 3–6 ppm are seen over the entire eastern portion of the
country. In the fall when the Vulcan emissions decrease, the
CO2 concentrations in the HRFF case also decrease, and largescale differences spanning 4–6 ppm occur in the southeast, with
maximum differences in November.
In certain locations, the sign of the differences remains the
same throughout the year due to the different spatial allocation of
fossil fuel CO2 emissions in the Vulcan versus A96 data products, but the magnitude of the differences are affected by the
Vulcan seasonality. In southern California, lower concentrations
persist year-round, but the magnitude of the difference varies
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Fig. 3. Seasonal differences in the CO2 concentrations at 30 m (HRFF—FF95).
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In addition to seasonal changes, the Vulcan emissions also
have diurnal variability. Diurnal variations in emissions cause
spatially coherent concentration anomalies over cities and highways; however, the magnitudes of the differences between the
two simulations are small relative to the seasonal impacts, causing changes less than 3 ppm (Fig. 4b). Monthly maps of diurnal
amplitude concentration differences indicate the seasonal variability in the diurnal cycle only causes small changes in the
CO2 concentration anomalies. Although the diurnal variability
does alter the atmospheric concentrations, the impact on regional scales appears to be much smaller than the impacts from
seasonally varying emissions.
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Fig. 4. (Top panel) Seasonal amplitude CO2 concentration differences
at 30 m (HRFF—FF95), where the magnitudes correspond to the
amplitudes of spline fits to the CO2 HRFF—FF95 differences at every
grid cell. (Bottom panel) Diurnal amplitude differences at 30 m,
calculated by taking the amplitude of the annual mean diurnal cycle
from the HRFF—FF95 differences.

from ∼6 ppm in the summer to greater than 15 ppm in the fall
and winter. Similar features occur across the central states, with
spatially coherent differences centred over cities (i.e. Denver,
CO and Dallas, TX, USA). Between lower concentrations in the
fall and higher concentrations in the summer, the amplitude of
the seasonal difference between the HRFF and FF95 simulations exceeds 15 ppm at some locations (Fig. 4, top panel). The
magnitudes of the seasonal amplitudes are spatially coherent,
highlighting the regions that are significantly affected by the
Vulcan seasonality. The seasonal CO2 amplitudes are greatest
over densely populated regions and less dramatic over the central and western United States, where the fossil fuel emissions
are smaller.

4. Conclusions
This study investigates the impact on simulated atmospheric
CO2 concentration resulting from the use of Vulcan, a new highresolution fossil fuel CO2 emissions inventory created for the
United States. When compared to previously used, populationbased inventories, the Vulcan emissions show significant spatial and temporal redistribution of the fossil fuel CO2 sources.
When transported with an atmospheric transport model, these
space and time emissions differences alter near-surface simulated CO2 concentrations on regional scales. The different spatial
emissions pattern found in the Vulcan inventory creates patterns
of alternating high and low CO2 concentration anomalies that
persist over regional scales when compared to CO2 concentrations driven by the A96 emissions inventory. Including diurnal
and seasonal variability in fossil fuel emissions impacts regional
CO2 concentrations on these time scales. Although diurnal impacts appear to be relatively minor, the seasonally varying emissions alter regional concentrations by more than 15 ppm over
densely populated regions on the eastern and western coasts.
The seasonal impacts are greatest in summer and fall, when the
CO2 concentrations in the HRFF case are generally higher and
lower, respectively. The magnitude of the spatial and temporal
differences indicates that including fossil fuel seasonality is essential in modelling studies, followed in importance by accurate
spatial distribution rather than per capita estimates. Since the use
of a high resolution, process driven approach to quantifying fossil fuel CO2 emissions creates spatially coherent regional-scale
anomalies, using coarser spatial distributions with no temporal
variability will create biases in the CO2 concentrations and thus
may cause significant errors in source and sink estimates from
atmospheric inversions.
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